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DegreeDegree
•• The The degreedegree of a vertex of a vertex vv in a graph G, in a graph G, 

written as written as ddGG(v)(v) or simply or simply d(v)d(v), is the , is the 
number of nonnumber of non--loop edges containing loop edges containing vv plus plus 
twice the number of loops containing twice the number of loops containing v.v.
–– The maximum degree is The maximum degree is ∆∆(G)(G)
–– The minimum degree is The minimum degree is δδ(G)(G)
–– A graph is A graph is regularregular if if ∆∆(G) = (G) = δδ(G)(G)
–– A graph is A graph is kk--regularregular if if ∆∆(G) = (G) = δδ(G) = (G) = kk
–– A vertex of degree A vertex of degree kk is is kk--valentvalent..
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Order and SizeOrder and Size

•• The The orderorder of a graph G, written as of a graph G, written as n(G)n(G), is , is 
the number of vertices in G. the number of vertices in G. 

•• The The sizesize of a graph G, written as of a graph G, written as e(G)e(G), is , is 
the number of edges in G.the number of edges in G.
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Countings Countings and and BijectionsBijections

•• If G is a graph, thenIf G is a graph, then

•• Every graph has an even number of Every graph has an even number of 
vertices of odd degree.vertices of odd degree.
–– No graph of odd order is regular with odd No graph of odd order is regular with odd 

degreedegree

•• A kA k--regular graph with regular graph with nn vertices has vertices has nknk/2/2
edges. edges. 
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Countings Countings and and BijectionsBijections

•• Suppose Suppose J,H,G J,H,G are graphs with J are graphs with J ⊆⊆ H H ⊆⊆ G, G, 
and suppose H contains and suppose H contains qq copies of J. If G copies of J. If G 
contains contains mm copies of J, and the copies of J, and the iithth copy of J copy of J 
appears in appears in kkii copies of H in G, then G copies of H in G, then G 
contains contains ΣΣi=1,mi=1,m kkii / q/ q copies of H.copies of H.

•• For nFor n≥≥1, there are 1, there are simple graphs simple graphs 
with vertex set {with vertex set {vv11, , ……, , vvnn} such that every } such that every 
vertex degree is even.vertex degree is even.
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PigeonPigeon--hole Principlehole Principle

If a set consisting of more than If a set consisting of more than knkn objects is objects is 
partitioned into partitioned into nn classes, then some class classes, then some class 
receives more than receives more than kk objects.objects.

•• Every simple graph with at least two Every simple graph with at least two 
vertices has two vertices of equal degree.vertices has two vertices of equal degree.

•• If G is a simple If G is a simple nn--vertex graph with        vertex graph with        
δδ(G) (G) ≥≥ (n(n−−1)/2, then G is connected1)/2, then G is connected
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Turan Turan GraphGraph

•• The The TuranTuran graph graph TTnn,r,r is the complete ris the complete r--partite graph partite graph 
with with nn vertices that has vertices that has bb parts of size parts of size a+1a+1 and and rr−−b b 
parts of size parts of size aa, where , where a = n/r a = n/r and and b = nb = n−−rara..

•• TuranTuran showed that showed that TTnn,r,r is the unique largest simple is the unique largest simple 
nn--vertex graph with no r+1vertex graph with no r+1--clique.clique.
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Mantel’s Theorem & Mantel’s Theorem & Turan’s Turan’s TheoremTheorem

•• [Mantel 1907] The maximum number of edges in [Mantel 1907] The maximum number of edges in 
an an nn--vertex trianglevertex triangle--free graph is:free graph is:

•• [[Turan Turan 1941] Among the 1941] Among the nn--vertex simple graphs vertex simple graphs 
with no r+1with no r+1--clique, clique, TTnn,r,r has the maximum number of has the maximum number of 
edges.edges.
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